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WEAKLY ��CLOSED FUNCTIONS BETWEEN

FUZZY TOPOLOGICAL SPACES
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Abstract� In this paper we introduce and characterize fuzzy weakly ��closed functions
between fuzzy topological spaces and also study these functions in relation to some other types
of already known functions�

�� Introduction and preliminaries

The concept of fuzzy sets was introduced by L�A� Zadeh in his classical pa�
per ���� After the discovery of fuzzy subsets� much attention has been paid to
generalize the basic concepts of classical topology in fuzzy setting and thus a mod�
ern theory of fuzzy topology is developed� The notion of fuzzy subsets naturally
plays a signi�cant role in the study of fuzzy topology which was introduced by C�L�
Chang ��� Ming and Ming ��� introduced the concepts of quasi�coincidence and
q�neighbourhoods by which the extensions of functions in fuzzy setting can very
interestingly and e�ectively be carried out� In ��� D�A� Rose de�ned weakly closed
functions in topological spaces� J�H� Park� Y�B� Park and J�S� Park introduced in
��� the notion of weakly closed functions between fuzzy topological spaces� In this
paper we introduce and discuss the concept of fuzzy ��closed function and fuzzy
weakly ��closed function� Also� we obtain several characterizations of these func�
tions comparing with other already existing known functions� Here it is seen that
fuzzy ��closedness implies fuzzy weakly ��closedness but not conversely� But under
a certain condition the converse is also true�

Throughout this paper by �X� �� or simply by X we mean a fuzzy topological
space �fts� shortly� due to Chang ��� A fuzzy point in X with support x � X
and value p �� � p � �� is denoted by xp� Two fuzzy sets � and � are said to be
quasi�coincident �q�coincident� shortly�� denoted by �q�� if there exists x � X such
that ��x����x� � � ��� and by �q we denote �is not q�coincident�� It is known ���
that � � � if and only if ��q�� � ��� A fuzzy set � is said to be q�neighbourhood
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�q�nbd� of xp if there is a fuzzy open set � such that xpq� � �� The interior�
closure and the complement of a fuzzy set � � X are denoted by Int���� Cl��� and
�� � � �c� respectively�

For de�nitions and results not explained in this paper� the reader is referred
to �������������������� assuming them to be well known�

Definiton ���� A fuzzy set � in an fts X is called�
fuzzy preopen �� if � � Int�Cl�����
fuzzy preclosed �� if Cl�Int���� � ��
fuzzy regular open �� if � � Int�Cl�����
fuzzy regular closed �� if � � Cl�Int�����
fuzzy 	�open �� if � � Int�Cl�Int������
fuzzy 	�closed �� if Cl�Int�Cl����� � ��

Definition ���� Let f � �X� ��� � �Y� ��� be a function from an fts �X� ���
into an fts �Y� ���� The function f is called�

�i� fuzzy closed �� if f��� is a fuzzy closed set of Y � for each fuzzy closed set
� � X �

�ii� fuzzy open �� if f��� is a fuzzy open set in Y � for each fuzzy open set
� � X �

�iii� fuzzy preclosed ��� if f��� is a fuzzy preclosed set of Y � for each fuzzy
closed set � � X �

Recall that a fuzzy point xp is said to be a fuzzy ��cluster point of a fuzzy set �
���� if for every fuzzy open q�nbd � of xp� Cl��� is q�coincident with �� The set of
all fuzzy ��cluster points of � is called the fuzzy ��closure of � and will be denoted
by Cl����� A fuzzy set � will be called ��closed if � � Cl����� The complement of a
fuzzy ��closed set is called fuzzy ��open and the ��interior of � denoted by Int����
is de�ned as Int���� � fxp � for some fuzzy open q�nbd� � of xp� Cl��� � � g�

Lemma ���� 	� Let � be a fuzzy set in an fts X� Then�
�� � is fuzzy ��open if and only if � � Int�����
�� �� Int���� � Cl���� �� and Int���� �� � ��Cl�����
�� Cl���� 	resp� Int����� is a fuzzy closed set 	resp� fuzzy open set� but not

necessarily is a fuzzy ��closed set 	resp� fuzzy ��open set��

Result ���� �i� It is easy to see that Cl��� � Cl���� and Int���� � Int��� for
any fuzzy set � in an fts X �

�ii� For a fuzzy open �resp� fuzzy closed� set � in an fts X � Cl��� � Cl����
�resp� Int���� � Int�����

Definition ���� �� An fts �X� �� is fuzzy T� �FT���space in the sense of
Ganguly and Saha if for two distinct fuzzy points x�� y� in X �

�i� x �� y implies that x�� y� have fuzzy open nbds which are not q�coincident�
�ii� x � y and � � � �say� imply that x� has a fuzzy open nbd and y� has a

fuzzy open q�nbd which are not q�coincident�
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Definition ���� �� An fts �X� �� is said to be fuzzy normal if�
�i� for two fuzzy closed sets � and � in X with di�erent supports� there exist

fuzzy open sets 
 and � such that � � 
� � � � and 
�q��
�ii� if x � Supp��� and x�q� then there exist fuzzy open sets 
 and � such

that x�q
� � � � and 
�q��

�� Fuzzy weakly ��closed functions

Now we de�ne a generalized form of weakly closed and closed functions in fuzzy
setting�

Definition ���� A function f � �X� ��� � �Y� ��� is said to be fuzzy weakly
��closed if Cl��f�Int����� � f��� for each fuzzy closed set � in X �

Definition ���� A function f � �X� ��� � �Y� ��� is said to be fuzzy ��closed
if f��� is a fuzzy ��closed set in Y for each fuzzy closed set � in X �

Clearly� every fuzzy ��closed function is a fuzzy weakly ��closed function since
Cl��f�Int����� � Cl��f���� � f��� for every fuzzy closed subset � of X � Also�
every fuzzy ��closed function is a fuzzy closed function since every fuzzy ��closed
set is a fuzzy closed set� but the converse is not generally true�

Example ���� Let X � fx� y� zg and Y � fa� b� cg� Fuzzy sets A and B are
de�ned as� A�x� � �� A�y� � ���� A�z� � ���� B�a� � �� B�b� � ���� B�c� � ��	�
Let �� � f�� A� �Xg and �� � f�� B� �Y g� Then the function f � �X� ��� � �Y� ���
de�ned by f�x� � a� f�y� � b and f�z� � c is fuzzy weakly ��closed but not fuzzy
��closed�

Example ���� Let X � fa� b� cg and Y � fx� y� zg� Fuzzy sets A and H are
de�ned as� A�a� � �� A�b� � ���� A�c� � ���� H�x� � �� H�y� � ���� H�z� � ����
Let � � f�� A� �Xg and  � f�� H� �Y g� Then the function f � �X� �� � �Y� �
de�ned by f�a� � x� f�b� � y and f�c� � y is fuzzy closed but not fuzzy ��closed�

Theorem ���� For a function f � �X� ��� � �Y� ��� the following conditions
are equivalent�

	i� f is fuzzy weakly ��closed�

	ii� Cl��f���� � f�Cl���� for every fuzzy open set � in X�

Proof� �i� � �ii�� Let � be any fuzzy open subset of X � Then Cl��f���� �
Cl��f�Int����� � Cl��f�Int�Cl������ � f�Cl�����

�ii� � �i�� Let � be any fuzzy closed subset of X � Then� Cl��f�Int����� �
f�Cl�Int����� � f�Cl���� � f����

Since the proof of the following theorem is mostly straightforward� it is omitted�

Theorem ���� For a function f � �X� ��� � �Y� ��� the following conditions
are equivalent�

	i� f is fuzzy weakly ��closed�
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	ii� Cl��f���� � f�Cl���� for each fuzzy open set � in X�

	iii� Cl��f�Int����� � f��� for each fuzzy closed subset � in X�

	iv� Cl��f�Int����� � f��� for each fuzzy preclosed subset � in X�

	v� Cl��f�Int����� � f��� for every fuzzy 	�closed subset � in X�

Theorem ���� For a function f � �X� ��� � �Y� ��� the following conditions
are equivalent�

	i� f is fuzzy weakly ��closed�

	ii� Cl��f�Int�Cl������ � f�Cl���� for each fuzzy set � in X�

	iii� Cl��f�Int�Cl������� � f�Cl����� for each fuzzy set � in X�

	iv� Cl��f���� � f�Cl���� for each fuzzy preopen set � in X�

Proof� It is clear that �i�� �ii�� �iv�� �i� and �i�� �iii�� For �iii�� �iv�
note that Cl���� � Cl��� for each fuzzy preopen subset � � X ����

Theorem ��	� If Y is a fuzzy regular space
 then for a function f � �X� ����
�Y� ��� the following conditions are equivalent�

	i� f is fuzzy weakly ��closed�

	ii� Cl��f���� � f�Cl���� for each fuzzy regular open subset U of X�

	iii� for each fuzzy subset � in Y and each fuzzy open set � in X with f����� � �

there exists a fuzzy ��open set � in Y with � � � and f����� � Cl����

	iv� for each fuzzy point yp in Y and each fuzzy open set � in X with f���yp� � �

there exists a fuzzy ��open set � in Y containing yp
 and f����� � Cl����

Proof� It is clear that �i� � �ii� and �iii� � �iv�� To show that �ii� � �iii��
let � be a fuzzy subset in Y and let � be fuzzy open in X with f����� � �� Then
f������qCl��X�Cl���� and consequently ��qf�Cl��X�Cl������ Since �X�Cl��� is
fuzzy regular open� ��qCl��f��X�Cl����� by �ii�� Let � � �Y �Cl��f��X�Cl������
Then by Corollary 	�� of ��� � is fuzzy ��open with � � � and f����� � �X �
f���Cl��f��X �Cl������ � �X � f��f��X � Cl���� � Cl����

�iv�� �i�� Let � be fuzzy closed in X and let yp � �Y �f���� Since f���yp� �
�X � �� there exists a fuzzy ��open � in Y with yp � � and f����� � Cl��X � �� �
�X � Int��� by �iv�� Therefore ��qf�Int����� so that yp � �Y �Cl��f�Int������ Thus
�iv�� �i��

Note that the fact of Y being fuzzy regular space in Theorem ��� is only used
in �ii�� �iii��

Theorem ��
� If f � �X� ��� � �Y� ��� is fuzzy weakly ��closed
 then for each
fuzzy point yp in Y and each fuzzy open q�nbd � of f���yp� in X
 there exists a
fuzzy ��open q�nbd � of yp in Y such that f����� � Cl����

Proof� Let � be any fuzzy open q�nbd of f���yp� in X � Then ��x��p � � and
hence there exists a positive real number 	 such that ��x� � 	 � � � p� Then �
is a fuzzy open q�nbd of f���y��� By Theorem ����iv� there exists a fuzzy ��open
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set � containing y� in Y such that f����� � Cl���� Now� ��y� � 	 and hence
��y� � �� p� Thus � is a fuzzy ��open q�nbd of yp�

Next we investigate conditions under which fuzzy weakly ��closed functions
are fuzzy ��closed�

Theorem ����� If f � �X� ���� �Y� ��� is fuzzy weakly ��closed and if for each
fuzzy closed subset � of X and each �ber f���yp� � �X�� there exists a fuzzy open
q�nbd � in X such that f���yp� � � � Cl��� � �X � �� Then f is fuzzy ��closed�

Proof� Let � be any fuzzy closed subset of X and let yp � �Y � f���� Then
f���yp��q� and hence f���yp� � �X � �� By hypothesis� there exists a fuzzy open
q�nbd � in X such that f���yp� � � � Cl��� � �X � �� Since f is fuzzy weakly
��closed� by Theorem ���� there exists a fuzzy ��open q�nbd � in Y with yp � � and
f����� � Cl���� Therefore� we obtain f������q� and hence ��qf���� this shows that
yp �� Cl��f����� Therefore� f��� is fuzzy ��closed in Y and f is fuzzy ��closed�

Now we give the following

Definition ����� Let f � �X� ��� � �Y� ��� be a function from an fts �X� ���
into an fts �Y� ���� The function f is called�

�i� fuzzy contra�closed if f��� is a fuzzy open subset of Y for each fuzzy closed
set � � X �

�ii� fuzzy contra���open if f��� is a fuzzy ��closed subset of Y for each fuzzy
open set � � X �

Theorem ����� 	i� If f � �X� ���� �Y� ��� is fuzzy preclosed and fuzzy contra�
closed
 then f is fuzzy weakly ��closed�

	ii� If f � �X� ��� � �Y� ��� is fuzzy contra���open
 then f is fuzzy weakly ��
closed�

Proof� �i� Let � be a fuzzy closed subset of X � Since f is fuzzy preclosed�
Cl��Int�f����� � Cl�Int�f����� � f��� and since f is fuzzy contra�closed f��� is
fuzzy open� Therefore Cl��f�Int����� � Cl��f���� � Cl��Int�f����� � f����

�ii� Let � be a fuzzy closed subset of X � Then� Cl��f�Int����� � f�Int���� �
f����

Theorem ����� If Y is a fuzzy regular space and if f � �X� ��� � �Y� ��� is a
fuzzy weakly ��closed function
 then for every fuzzy subset � in Y and every fuzzy
open set � in X with f����� � �
 there exists a fuzzy ��closed set � in Y such that
� � � and f����� � Cl����

Proof� Let � be a fuzzy subset of Y and let � be a fuzzy open subset of
X with f����� � �� Put � � Cl��f�Int�Cl������� By Corollary 	�� of ��� � is
a fuzzy ��closed set in Y such that � � � since � � f��� � f�Int�Cl����� �
Cl��f�Int�Cl������ � �� And since f is fuzzy weakly ��closed� f����� � Cl����

Corollary ����� Let Y be a fuzzy regular space� If f � �X� ��� � �Y� ��� is
fuzzy weakly ��closed
 then for every fuzzy point yp in Y and every fuzzy open set �
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in X with f���yp� � �
 there exists a fuzzy ��closed set � in Y containing yp such
that f����� � Cl����

A fuzzy set � in an fts X is fuzzy ��compact if for each cover � of � by
fuzzy open q�nbd � in X � there is a �nite family f��� � � � � �ng in � such that
� � Int�

S
fCl��i� � i � �� �� � � � � ng��

Theorem ����� If f � �X� ���� �Y� ��� is fuzzy weakly ��closed with all �bers
fuzzy ��closed
 then f��� is fuzzy ��closed for each fuzzy ��compact � in X�

Proof� Let � be fuzzy ��compact and let yp � �Y � f���� Then f���yp��q��
Since f���yp� is fuzzy ��closed� then for each xp � � there is a fuzzy open q�nbd
�xp containing xp in X and Cl��xp��qf

���yp�� Clearly � � f�xp � xp � �g is a
fuzzy open q�nbd cover of � and since � is fuzzy ��compact� there is a �nite family
f�x� � � � � � �xng in � such that � � Int���� where � �

S
fCl��xi� � i � �� � � � � ng�

Since f is fuzzy weakly ��closed� by Theorem ��� there exists a fuzzy ��open q�nbd
� in Y containing yp and f����� � Cl��X � �� � �X � Int��� � �X � �� Therefore
��qf���� Thus yp � �Y �Cl��f����� This shows that f��� is fuzzy ��closed�

Two non�empty fuzzy subsets � and � in X are strongly fuzzy separated �� if
there exist fuzzy open sets � and � in X with � � � and � � � and Cl����qCl���� If
� and � are fuzzy singleton sets we may speak of fuzzy points being strongly fuzzy
separated� We will use the fact that in a fuzzy normal space ��� disjoint fuzzy
closed sets are strongly fuzzy separated�

Theorem ����� If f � �X� ���� �Y� ��� is fuzzy weakly ��closed surjection and
all pairs of disjoint �bers are strongly fuzzy separated
 then Y is fuzzy T��

Proof� Let yp and yq be two fuzzy points in Y � Let � and � be fuzzy open sets
in X such that f���yp� � � and f���yq� � � with Cl����qCl���� By fuzzy weak
��closedness �Theorem ����iv�� there are fuzzy ��open sets � and � in Y such that
yp � � and yq � �� f����� � Cl��� and f����� � Cl���� Therefore ��q�� because
Cl����qCl��� and f is surjective� Then Y is fuzzy T��

Corollary ����� If f � �X� ��� � �Y� ��� is weakly fuzzy ��closed surjection
with all fuzzy closed �bers and X is fuzzy normal
 then Y is fuzzy T��

Definition ���	� A family f�� � 	 � �g of fuzzy open subsets of a fuzzy
topological space �X� �� is an open cover if

S
f�� � 	 � �g � X � An fts X is said

to be fuzzy almost compact ����� �resp� fuzzy c�compact� if every fuzzy open cover
�resp� fuzzy closed cover� contains a �nite subfamily f��i � i � �� �� � � � � ng such
that X �

Sn

i��Cl���i �� A fuzzy subset � of X is fuzzy almost compact relative
to X �resp� fuzzy c�compact relative to X� if every cover of � by fuzzy open �resp�
fuzzy closed� sets of X has a �nite subfamily whose fuzzy closures cover X �

Recall that an fts �X� �� is said to be fuzzy extremally disconnected if the
closure of every fuzzy open set of X is fuzzy open in X ����

Lemma ���
� ��� A function f � �X� ���� �Y� ��� is fuzzy open if and only if
for each fuzzy subset � in Y 
 f���Cl���� � Cl�f�������
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Theorem ����� Let f � �X� ��� � �Y� ��� be a fuzzy ��open and fuzzy weakly
��closed function from a fuzzy extremally disconnected space X into a fuzzy regular
space Y such that f���yp� is fuzzy almost compact relative to X for each fuzzy point
yp in Y � If � is fuzzy c�compact relative to Y 
 then f����� is fuzzy almost compact�

Proof� Let f�� � � � Ig be a fuzzy open cover of f������ Then for each
yp � � � f�X�� f���yp� �

S
fCl���� � � � I�yp�g � �yp for some �nite subfamily

I�yp� of I � Since X is fuzzy extremally disconnected� each Cl���� is fuzzy open�
hence �yp is fuzzy open in X � So by Corollary ����� there exists a fuzzy ��closed set

�yp containing yp such that f
����yp� � Cl��yp�� Then� f�yp � yp � ��f�X�g�f�Y �

f�X�g is a fuzzy ��closed cover of �� � �
S
fCl��yp� � yp � Kg � fCl��Y � f�X��g

for some �nite fuzzy subset K of � � f�X�� Hence by Lemma ����� f����� �S
ff���Cl��yp�� � yp � Kg � ff���Cl��Y � f�X���g �

S
fCl�f����yp�� � yp �

Kg � fCl�f����Y � f�X���g � fCl�f����yp�� � yp � Kg� so f����� �
S
fCl���� �

� � I�yp�� yp � Kg� Therefore f����� is fuzzy almost compact�

Corollary ����� Let f � �X� ��� � �Y� ��� be as in Theorem ����� If Y is
c�compact
 then X is almost compact�
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